
Drawing Portfolio 
Concentration Section  

Score: 5 

“My initial concentration 
idea  was  to magnify 

ordinary objects in a way 
that made them more 

fascinating to observe” 



(5) Pencil Drawing, 8 x 10 



(5) Pencil Drawing, 8 x 10 



(5) Pencil Drawing, 8 x 10 



(5) Acrylic  
Painting,  
16 x 20 



(5) Oil Pastel, 16 x 20 



(5) Acrylic Painting, 16 x 20 



(5) Acrylic Painting, 16 x 20 



(5) Colored Pencil, 11 x 14 



(5) Acrylic Painting, 16 x 20 



(5) Oil  
Painting, 
18 x 24 



(5) Oil Painting, 14 x 16 



(5) Pen, 
18 x 24 



RATIONAL FOR SCORE: (5)  
•  The connection between the work and 

the idea described is unmistakable. 
•  By magnifying elements of the objects, 

the artist integrates the concepts of 
abstraction with very strong technical 
rendering. 

•  There is a playful spirit in the artist’s 
decision making both in choice of 
subject matter and in the effective 
cropping of images. 



Drawing Portfolio 
Concentration Section  

Score: 4 

“My initial concentration idea  
was  to was to draw a series of 
portraits of people deep in 
thought; showing their deepest 
regret and/or favorite memory.	




(4) Charcoal Drawing, 12 x 19 



(4) Charcoal Drawing, 12 x 19 



(4) Charcoal Drawing, 12 x 19 



(4) Charcoal Drawing, 12 x 19 



(4) Charcoal Drawing, 12 x 19 



(4) Charcoal Drawing, 12 x 19 



(4) Charcoal & Acrylic, 12 x 19 



(4) Charcoal & Acrylic, 16 x 22 



(4) Charcoal, Acrylic, Pastel, 12 x 19 



(4) Acrylic & Pastel, 21 x 26 



(4) Charcoal, Acrylic & Pastel, 25 x 38 



(4) 
Charcoal  
Acrylic &  
Pastel,  
21 x 26 



RATIONAL FOR SCORE: (4) 
•  The artist succeeds in conveying the concept 

behind the concentration, which is based on 
other peoples thoughts. 

•  There is evidence of the effective pursuit of 
an idea.  

•  The ideas become more complex as the 
concentration proceeds. 

•  Overall, the concentration is of high quality, 
but several pieces do not rise to the level of 
excellence in regard to spatial relations, value 
and other drawing considerations. 



Drawing Portfolio 
Concentration Section  

Score: 3 

“After viewing many pieces from 
Frida Kahlo, I was interested in 
portraying my life by using self-
portraits, concentrating on the 
strokes in the face to show the 
power of my life experiences.	




(3) 
Conté 
Crayon 
12 x 9 



(3) Conté Crayon, 31 x 43 



(3) Conté 
Crayon 
35 x 29 



(3) 
Charcoal

Conté 
Crayon 
33 x 30 



(3) 
Charcoal 
16 x 23 



(3) Conté Crayon,16 x 23 



(3) 
Charcoal 
& Pencil 
11 x 9 



(3) Conté Crayon, 22 x 28 



(3) Conté Crayon, 44 x 32 



(3) Conté Crayon, 53 x 34 



(3) Acrylic Paint, 16 x 20 



(3) Pen & 
Acrylic 
22 x 30 



RATIONAL FOR SCORE: (3) 
•  A sense of concentration is present, 

and the work is related to the idea of 
self-portrait as a vehicle for portraying 
life experiences. "

•  The drawing quality, particularly in use 
of color and mark-making, is good; but 
in terms of composition, some pieces 
are more successful than others. "

•  Although growth and discovery is 
evident, the investigation is limited."



Drawing Portfolio 
Concentration Section  

Score: 2 

“Initially I wanted to show 
Bosnia and all its beauty, 
concentrating on just the 

scenery and its natural aspects”	




(2) Colored 
Pencil 
8 x 11 



(2) Tempera Paint, 10 x 8 



(2) Pencil & 
Pastel 
Pencil 
10 x 8 



(2) 
Colored 
Pencil  

10 x 18 



(2) Oil 
Pastel & 
Colored 
Pencil 
8 x 14 



(2)  
Oil Pastel 
22 x 30 



(2) Watercolor, 11 x 9 



(2) Oil Pastel, 11 x 8 



(2) Colored 
Pencil & 

Watercolor 
14 x 12 



(2) 
Watercolor 

8 x 11 



(2) Colored Pencil, 21 x 10 



(2) Oil 
Pastels 
21 x 29 



RATIONAL FOR SCORE: (2) 
– There is a loose connection between the 

work submitted and the stated intent of the 
concentration. "

– Although there are some evocative pieces, 
there are not enough to fully engage the 
viewer with the idea. "

– The artist exhibits moderate drawing skills. 
Some works may be more proficient than 
others, particularly the final two images.  



Drawing Portfolio  
Breadth Section  

Score: 5 

• The following 12 works are all 
by the same student.	




(5)  
Pencil 

Drawing,  
16 x 20 



(5)  
Mixed 
Media,  
12 x 16 



(5)  
Colored 
Pencil,  
16 x 20 



(5)  
Oil Sticks,  

18 x 24 



(5) O
il P

aint, 16 x 18 



(5)  
Acrylic,  
18 x 36 



(5) Collage, 11 x 13 



(5) Pencil Drawing, 12 x 16 



(5)  
Oil Paint,  
24 x 36 



(5)  
Pencil 

Drawing,  
16 x 20 



(5) Pencil Drawing, 16 x 20 



(5)  
Watercolor

22 x 30 



RATIONAL FOR SCORE: (5) 
•  This portfolio was selected because of the 

range of technical accomplishment in the 
work. "

•  While image number 2 presents concerns in 
that collaged elements should be altered and 
unified compositionally through drawing, this 
work successfully meets this criterion. "

•  Additionally, the studentʼs thinking is versatile 
and inventive, and there is a willingness to 
think beyond what is obvious to that which is 
highly expressive and personal."



Breadth Section  
Score: 2 

• The following 12 works are all 
by the same student.	




(2) Pencil Drawing, 16 x 20 



(2) Monoprint, 10 x 14 



(2) Watercolor Crayon, 11x15 



(2)  
Charcoal, 
 29 x 20 



(2)  
Acrylic, 
 11 x 15 



(2) 
Charcoal,  
18 x 17 



(2) 
Graphite, 
11 x 15 



(2)  
Oil Pastel, 35 

x 15 



(2) Charcoal, 11 x 15 



(2) 
charcoal 
11 x 15 



(2) C
halk P

astel, 16 x 20 



(2) Monoprint, 10 x 15 



RATIONAL FOR SCORE: (2) 
•  While overall the drawing quality in this 

breadth section is moderate to good, there 
are several weaknesses. "

•  Specifically, technical concerns in most of the 
image examples have not been addressed 
adequately, and if more time had been spent, 
each concern could have been resolved. "

•  Furthermore, while the elements of design 
are quite strong, there is only modest 
ambition in the studentʼs approach to the 
principles of design. "

•  We would most certainly encourage this 
studentʼs efforts."


